
Step 1: Clarity/Value 
Prioritise what you want to achieve in the mornings to set you up for success. The important focus is the 
clarity of your goal and its value to you.  Pick goals to focus on.  Do you want to get up earlier, spend less 
time hunting for your keys, be more energetic at work? What makes the start of your working day most 
successful and satisfying?   

Step 2. Take action 
Action is key to effective goals.  When you take a small successful action in the morning, it sets your mind 
up for success.  A simple habit to develop is to get up immediately your alarm sounds.  The alarm is the 
trigger, and the action you take triggers success.  Once up, you can make your bed, indicating closure of 
sleeping time.  Taking time to exercise and eat well are simple positive actions which when a part of your 
personal morning routine, develop patterns of success which set you up for the day.  Developing habits, 
such as these, which support achieving your personal life goals are a precursor to the habits you create in a 
work environment.   

Step 3. Triggers 
One of my biggest hindrances to developing good consistent habits, is that I am very busy and I can tend to 
have a great idea, and though I want to achieve it, I have no trigger which reminds me to work at it everyday. 
 I quickly scan out alarms on my phone, and put off the action for a couple of seconds – actually for the day, 
and then find I have not done the thing I was aiming for.  For me, attaching an action to something which I 
have already established can be very useful.  I always sit at my desk in the morning, and so a large note 
saying DRINK! NOW! on my computer can be the kind of trigger which initiates action in me.  Another 
personal trigger is accountability – if someone else is involved, I will do far more than I would for myself.  This 
is an effective trigger for things I find more challenging, such as regular exercise.  Find your triggers and use 
them to grow yourself. 
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First we form habits.

 Then they form us.  

– Jim Rohn

Make it a habit to start well

Routines which are effective vary as much
as people do. The common threads of effective

morning routines can be summed up in five simple steps. 



Step 4. Learn 
As you go through your days, observe both your successes and challenges in developing good habits, and 
learn from them.  You might find that when your alarm sounds, it is very easy to hit the snooze button.  A 
simple action of moving it across the room where you have to get out of bed to turn it off can support the 
actions you are taking towards achieving your goal of getting out of bed immediately.  Make it a goal to be 
successful at taking the small actions consistently, and if you slip up, begin again with a goal to going longer 
next time. 

Step 5. Trust & Persist 
Growth takes time.  When you plant a seed into the ground and water it to begin the growth process, it can 
take days or even weeks to before the visible shoot will break through the surface.  Focus on repeatedly 
practicing the habit rather than whether you were successful yesterday.  Each day that you work at it 
becomes a step in the process of developing a solid and life-changing habit.  Developing a simple habit such 
as drinking a glass of water in the morning can take as much as three weeks of consistent practice to begin 
to become automatic.  More complex habits will require more time.  Don’t give up, give it time. Make it a 
success cycle! 

Morning routines can set you up for success. As you give attention to who you want to be and what you 
want to achieve, work at crafting routines that build that success.  Take small, persistent steps. 
 Persistence is key – repeat until it is an automatic part of your morning.  Use the process of habit creation 
and see where you can go! 

Here’s to your success!  
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Make it a habit to start well



Step 1: Clarity/Value 
Write your top morning routine goal down. 

My goal is to  

Step 2. Take action 
What key personal habits will you work on developing through this next month? 

Action 1. 

Action 2. 

Step 3. Triggers 
What things will trigger action in you to achieve this goal? 

Trigger 1. 

Trigger 2. 

Step 4. Learn 
Use this space and the reverse of your sheet to acknowledge and work through challenges. 
What problem have you encountered in developing a new habit? 

What solution could make this no longer a problem? 

Step 5. Trust & Persist 
Set a time period of no less than  21 days throughout which you are going to work at 
developing your new morning habit.   

My habit forming period will be 

Beginning at one, each day you have completed the habit as you are working toward, write 
the next consecutive number in the space below. If you slip up, begin again at one, and 
continue to repeat this process until you have reached your goal time period. 

Here’s to your success!  
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I will make it a habit to start well


